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REPRFSF2_TATIVE OPERATING CHARTS OF PROPELLERS TESTED
IN TEE NACA 20-FOOT I_OPELLER-RESE._CH TUNNEL
By W] H. Cray and Nicholas Mastrocola
Extensive tests of full-scale propellers have been made in the
20-foot propeller-research tunnel (PET) at the Lsn_zley Memorial
Aeronautical Laboratory during its many years of operation. The
results were usually presented in t_he form of charts showing thrust
coefficient, power coefficient, and eff_clency, each plotted separately
against V/nD, __ne type of chart now being employed by a_.rplane and
propeller n_mufacturers for pexTornmnce estimates consists of power
coefficients plotted against V/nD with lines of constant effi-
ciency superimposed. As a result of numerous request_ to issue this
type of chart directly and on a large scale, th_ present report has
been compiled from dat_ taken from a series of fairly recent reports.
Charts are presented only for the conditions considered to be useful
in present-day design (see table I)_ al_hough charts covering other
conditions have been developed and are available.
In th_ pr_pa'_'a.tlon of the plots presented, the data were
cross-f_tired and do not necessarily check exactly the previously
published data. q_ne power coefficients of _Ii dual-rotating
propellers in this report represent the sum of the power coefficients
of the front a_ud rear propellers and are for the test conditions in
which bl_de angles of the front and rear propellers were set to absorb
approximately equal power at peak efficiency only.
The usual coefficients and symbols have been used and are
defined as follows.
/ r\Cp power coefficient /engine p owe 1
CT thrust coefficient {effective thrus_< "
prop ll  rfficie cy(CT/Cp)
and
P mass density of air, slugs per cubic foot
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NACA, 1942.
Blermann, David, and Gray,
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EIGHT-BLADE
DUAL-ROTAT ING TRACTOR PROPELLE'R
_ IITH WII_
TEN-FOOT PROPELLERS _1.$5-6 & _156-6
TESTED AT PRT, NACA, APRIL tOb,I.
6EE NACA A.R.R.
mWlMD-TUNNEL TESTS OF EIGHT-BLADE
SIN_LE- AND DUAL-ROTATING PROPELLERS
IN THE TRACTOR POSITION e BY BIERI/_kNN
AND GRAY, NOV. 19_,1.
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